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(57) ABSTRACT 
A system and method for providing the ability to repair an 
installed application program if a resource needed by the 
application program becomes inadvertently deleted or oth 
erWise unavailable to the application program. Brie?y 
described, the present invention makes possible a system for 
verifying the existence of a resource needed to support a 
feature of the application program. The system may respond 
to a request from the application program to make use of the 
resource by ?rst verifying the existence of the resource at an 
expected location. If the resource does not exist at the 
expected location, rather than returning an error to the 
application program, the system initiates an installation 
procedure for restoring the missing resource Without inter 
rupting the normal operation of the application program. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REPAIRING A 
DAMAGED APPLICATION PROGRAM 

[0001] CROSS-REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICA 
TIONS 

[0002] This application is related to the following appli 
cations, all of which are ?led on the same day and assigned 
to the same assignee as the present application: “Use of 
Relational Databases for Software Installation”—Ser. 
No. ; “Method and System for Restoring a Computer 
to its Original State After an Unsuccessful Installation 
Attempt”—Ser. No. ; “A Method for CategoriZing 
and Installing Selected Software Components”—Ser. 
No. ; “System and Method for Managing Locations 
of Software Components Via a Source List”—Ser. 
No. ; “Method for OptimiZing the Installation of a 
Software product onto a Target Computer System”—Ser. 
No. ; “Software Installation and Validation Using 
Custom Actions”—Ser. No. ; “Internal Database 
Validation”—Ser. No. ; “Management of Non-persis 
tent Data in a Persistent Database”—Ser. No. ; 
“Method and System for Advertising Applications”—Ser. 
No. ; “Software Implementation Installer Mecha 
nism”—Ser. No. ; 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0003] The present invention generally relates to computer 
software application programs for providing to other 
installed application programs the ability to repair missing 
program ?les. More particularly, the present invention 
relates to an application program or software module for 
verifying the existence of a program ?le at an expected 
location, and for installing the program ?le to that expected 
location if the program ?le is missing. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] Before use, an application program must typically 
be installed to a computer system. The installation procedure 
generally involves copying executable and data ?les (the 
“program ?les”) related to the application program from a 
source location to an installed location on the computer 
system. Typically, the source location is an installation disk 
or location on a network drive accessible by the computer 
system. Often the program ?les are stored in a compressed 
format to conserve storage space. 

[0005] Today, application programs use a variety of instal 
lation technologies to copy the program ?les from the source 
location to the computer system. Most often, an application 
program will include a special application program (the 
“set-up program”) for administering and performing the 
installation procedure. Generally, the set-up program is 
unique to the application program and is customiZed to 
install the program ?les from the source location to pre 
con?gured locations on the computer system. Often the user 
is provided the option of redirecting the installation of the 
program ?les to other locations on the computer system. 

[0006] The typical set-up program not only installs the 
program ?les to the computer system, but also creates entries 
in a central registration database, such as a system registra 
tion database (the “system registry”), which identify the 
locations of the program ?les on the computer system. The 
location may be identi?ed by a “path” to a particular 
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directory or folder of the computer system in which reside 
the program ?les. The entries in the system registry are 
typically maintained by the application program itself. 
While executing, the application program generally queries 
the system registry for the path to an installed program ?le, 
and then accesses the installed program ?le at the path 
identi?ed in the system registry. Any changes to the entries 
in the system registry are governed by the application 
program. 

[0007] Current installation technologies perform satisfac 
torily if the program ?les are never inadvertently deleted or 
moved from their installed locations. As mentioned, the 
start-up program creates the entries in the system registry 
which de?ne the path to the installed program ?les. Instal 
lation technologies today do not include a mechanism for 
policing the installed state of the program ?les after instal 
lation. In addition, current installation technologies do not 
include the ability to verify the existence of a program ?le 
after it has been installed, for instance at run-time of the 
application program. 

[0008] One problem plaguing software developers is the 
over-Zealous computer user. Often, the over-Zealous user, in 
an attempt to minimiZe disk space usage on the computer 
system, may delete a program ?le with which the user is 
unfamiliar. Likewise, the over-Zealous user may attempt to 
rearrange the ?le structure of the computer system by 
moving the program ?les after installation. Unfortunately, 
existing installation technologies do not include the ability 
to identify and repair the situation where a program ?le is 
expected to be at an installed location but is no longer at that 
location. 

[0009] Currently, when an application program queries the 
system registry for the path to a program ?le, the operating 
system performs a simple table look-up in the system 
registry and returns the path to the program ?le. However, no 
veri?cation is performed to ensure that the program ?le still 
exists at the path originally written by the set-up program. 
The operating system acts as a simple database look-up 
engine. If a program ?le is inadvertently deleted, it will go 
undetected until needed. Consequently, the application pro 
gram may attempt to launch or access the program ?le at the 
path and receives an error message indicating that the 
program ?le is unavailable. 

[0010] In such a situation, the application program is 
typically unable to continue functioning properly -and may 
generate an error prompting the user to execute the set-up 
program again to repair the missing program ?le. In that 
case, the user is forced to terminate the current process and 
handle the error before continuing. The normal operation of 
the application program is interrupted, and the user may be 
greatly inconvenienced until the dilemma of the missing 
program ?le is resolved. 

[0011] Thus, existing installation technologies fail to sup 
port the ability to repair an application program if a 
requested program ?le becomes deleted or otherwise 
unavailable at the program ?le’s installed location. Accord 
ingly, there is a need in the art for a system and method for 
installing an application program which provides the ability 
to ef?ciently resolve the situation where an installed pro 
gram ?le becomes inadvertently unavailable to the applica 
tion program. In addition, there is a need in the art for a 
system and method for verifying the existence of an installed 
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program ?le upon an indication by the application program 
that the program ?le is needed. Moreover, there is a need in 
the art for a system and method for providing an application 
program With the ability to install a missing program ?le in 
a background process With does not terminate the applica 
tion pro program’s current process. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] The present invention meets the above-described 
needs by providing the ability to identify a missing program 
?le necessary to an application program, and to install the 
missing program ?le Without interrupting the operation of 
the application program. The present invention achieves that 
result by receiving an indication that a resource, such as a 
program ?le or registry key, is needed by the application 
program. The indication may take the form of a request for 
the location of the needed resource. The present invention 
may maintain a listing of the locations of the resources 
needed by the application. In response to the indication, the 
present invention veri?es the existence of the needed 
resource prior to the application attempting to execute the 
resource. The veri?cation may be achieved by querying for 
the existence of the resource at the location maintained in the 
listing. If the resource does not exist, the present invention 
initiates the installation of the resource. The installation may 
occur in a background process Without interrupting the 
application program, or by prompting the application pro 
gram for instructions Whether to install the missing resource. 

[0013] In one embodiment, When an application program 
is installed, an installer application stores information in a 
registration database (the “installer registry”) related to the 
locations of the application program’s resources, such as 
program ?les and registry keys. The installer registry may be 
a portion of the general system registry, or the installer 
registry may be a stand-alone registration database. A 
resource identi?er may be assigned to each resource to 
uniquely identify that resource from other resources. Within 
the installer registry, the location of each resource may be 
associated With the resource identi?er for that resource. 

[0014] To invoke a particular “feature,” the application 
program indicates to the installer application Which feature 
to invoke by passing to the installer application a resource 
identi?er for a resource needed by that feature. A “feature” 
is a granular piece of the product that a user may choose to 
install or execute. Features typically correspond roughly to 
the functional features of the program itself, such as a 
proo?ng tools feature or a Word processing feature. Invoking 
the feature may constitute selecting an option from the 
menu, querying the installer application to identify Which 
features of the application program are installed, or other 
methods for invoking the feature as Will be understood by 
those skilled in the art. 

[0015] The resource identi?er passed to the installer appli 
cation may take the form of a “token,” Which may include 
one or more of the folloWing arguments: an identi?er for the 
application program (the “Product Code”), an identi?er for 
the invoked feature (the “feature identi?er”), or an identi?er 
for a “component” related to the resource needed by the 
feature (the “Component Code”). A “component” is a col 
lection of resources,- such as ?les, shortcuts, or registry 
keys, that are all installed or un-installed as a unit. Compo 
nents are the building blocks of the program that are not 
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exposed to the user. Alternatively, the resource identi?er 
may take the form of a “descriptor,” Which may include 
similar information to the token, but formatted to be more 
easily interpreted by the installer application. 

[0016] Again in one embodiment, passing the resource 
identi?er may include issuing an application programming 
interface (“API”) call, With the resource identi?er as a 
parameter, to the installer application in the form of a request 
for the location of the resource identi?ed by the resource 
identi?er. In response to receiving the API call, the installer 
application ?rst accesses the installer registry and retrieves 
the location of the resource associated With the resource 
identi?er. The installer application then veri?es the exist 
ence of the resource at that location. If the resource exists at 
the location, the installer application returns the location to 
the application program. The application program then 
accesses the resource at the location. HoWever, if the 
installer application fails to verify the existence of the 
resource at the location, the installer application initiates a 
repair procedure. 
[0017] The repair procedure may take tWo forms. A“brute 
force” repair procedure may be used, generally if the appli 
cation program is an operating system function or service, 
such as a shortcut maintained by the operating system. In 
that case, the installer application may automatically execute 
an installation procedure to install the resource. Installing 
the resource may include prompting a user for a “source” 
Which contains the program ?les for the application pro 
gram, retrieving the program ?les from the source, and 
Writing the program ?les and other resources to the appro 
priate location. Processing may then return to the application 
program by passing the location of the neWly-installed 
resource to the application. 

[0018] Another repair procedure may also be invoked, 
generally for conventional application programs. Rather 
than automatically executing the installation procedure, the 
installer application may return a message to the application 
program that the resource does not exist at the expected 
location. The application program may then choose from 
several alternatives to handle the message. For instance, the 
application program may prompt the user to choose Whether 
to install the missing resource, or the application program 
may be pre-con?gured to automatically execute the instal 
lation procedure for certain missing resources. If the choice 
is made to install the missing resource, the application 
program indicates that choice to the installer application. 
The installer application then executes the installation pro 
cedure, in the same fashion as that described above, and the 
missing resource is installed. 

[0019] In that manner, if a resource becomes deleted or 
otherWise not available at an expected location, rather than 
the application program being forced to quit, or execute With 
unstable characteristics, the absence of the missing resource 
is detected, and it may be installed either automatically 
(Without user or application program input) or only if 
desired. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0020] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional 
personal computer that provides a portion of the operating 
environment for an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. 
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[0021] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of the con 
ventional personal computer of FIG. 1, including an 
installer application constructed in accordance With an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 

[0022] FIG. 3 is a logical ?oW diagram depicting a 
process for verifying the existence of installed resources, 
and for installing any inadvertently missing resources in 
accordance With an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0023] FIG. 4 is a logical ?oW diagram depicting, in 
greater detail, a process for verifying the existence of 
installed resources, and for installing any inadvertently 
missing resources in accordance With an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0024] The present invention is directed to a system and 
method for providing the ability to repair an installed 
application program if a resource needed by the application 
program becomes inadvertently deleted or otherWise 
unavailable to the application program. Brie?y described, 
the present invention makes possible a system for verifying 
the existence of a resource needed to support a feature of the 
application program. The system may respond to a request 
from the application program to make use of the resource by 
?rst verifying the existence of the resource at an expected 
location. If the resource does not exist at the expected 
location, rather than returning an error to the application 
program, the system initiates an installation procedure for 
restoring the missing resource Without interrupting the nor 
mal operation of the application program. 

Exemplary Operating Environment 

[0025] FIG. 1 and the folloWing discussion are intended to 
provide a brief, general description of a suitable computing 
environment in Which the invention may be implemented. 
While the invention Will be described in the general context 
of an application program that runs on an operating system 
in conjunction With a personal computer, those skilled in the 
art Will recogniZe that the invention also may be imple 
mented in combination With other program modules. Gen 
erally, program modules include routines, programs, com 
ponents, data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or 
implement particular abstract data types. Moreover, those 
skilled in the art Will appreciate that the invention may be 
practiced With other computer system con?gurations, 
including hand-held devices, multiprocessor systems, 
microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electron 
ics, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. The 
invention may also be practiced in distributed computing 
environments Where tasks are performed by remote process 
ing devices that are linked through a communications net 
Work. In a distributed computing environment, program 
modules may be located in both local and remote memory 
storage devices. 

[0026] With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary system for 
implementing the invention includes a conventional per 
sonal computer 20, including a processing unit 21, a system 
memory 22, and a system bus 23 that couples the system 
memory to the processing unit 21. The system memory 22 
includes read only memory (ROM) 24 and random access 
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memory (RAM) 25. Abasic input/output system 26 (BIOS), 
containing the basic routines that help to transfer informa 
tion betWeen elements Within the personal computer 20, 
such as during start-up, is stored in ROM 24. The personal 
computer 20 further includes a hard disk drive 27, a mag 
netic disk drive 28, e.g., to read from or Write to a removable 
disk 29, and an optical disk drive 30, e.g., for reading a 
CD-ROM disk 31 or to read from or Write to other optical 
media. The hard disk drive 27, magnetic disk drive 28, and 
optical disk drive 30 are connected to the system bus 23 by 
a hard disk drive interface 32, a magnetic disk drive inter 
face 33, and an optical drive interface 34, respectively. The 
drives and their associated computer-readable media provide 
nonvolatile storage for the personal computer 20. Although 
the description of computer-readable media above refers to 
a hard disk, a removable magnetic disk and a CD-ROM disk, 
it should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other 
types of media Which are readable by a computer, such as 
magnetic cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital video disks, 
Bernoulli cartridges, and the like, may also be used in the 
exemplary operating environment. 

[0027] Anumber of program modules may be stored in the 
drives and RAM 25, including an operating system 35, one 
or more application programs 36, other program modules, 
such as an installer application 201 in accordance With an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention, and pro 
gram data, such as an installer registry 202 associated With 
the installer application 201. The operating system 35 may 
include a system registry 39. In this embodiment, the 
invention may reside Within the installer application 201 and 
the installer registry 202. A user may enter commands and 
information into the personal computer 20 through a key 
board 40 and pointing device, such as a mouse 42. Other 
input devices (not shoWn) may include a microphone, joy 
stick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These and 
other input devices are often connected to the processing 
unit 21 through a serial port interface 46 that is coupled to 
the system bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, 
such as a game port or a universal serial bus (USB). A 
monitor 47 or other type of display device is also connected 
to the system bus 23 via an interface, such as a video adapter 
48. In addition to the monitor, personal computers typically 
include other peripheral output devices (not shoWn), such as 
speakers or printers. 

[0028] The personal computer 20 may operate in a net 
Worked environment using logical connections to one or 
more remote computers, such as a remote computer 49. The 
remote computer 49 may be a server, a router, a peer device 
or other common netWork node, and typically includes many 
or all of the elements described relative to the personal 
computer 20, although only a memory storage device 50 has 
been illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted 
in FIG. 1 include a local area netWork (LAN) 51 and a Wide 
area netWork 52. Such netWorking environments are 
commonplace in of?ces, enterprise-Wide computer net 
Works, intranets and the Internet. 

[0029] When used in a LAN netWorking environment, the 
personal computer 20 is connected to the LAN 51 through 
a netWork interface 53. When used in a WAN netWorking 
environment, the personal computer 20 typically includes a 
modem 54 or other means for establishing communications 
over the WAN 52, such as the Internet. The modem 54, 
Which may be internal or external, is connected to the system 
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bus 23 via the serial port interface 46. In a networked 
environment, program modules depicted relative to the 
personal computer 20, or portions thereof, may be stored in 
the remote memory storage device 50. It Will be appreciated 
that the netWork connections shoWn are exemplary and other 
means of establishing a communications link betWeen the 
computers may be used. 

Discussion of Terminology 

[0030] Before discussing the details of the installer appli 
cation 201, a brief discussion of terminology is needed. In 
accordance With an exemplary embodiment of the invention, 
the installer application 201 recogniZes three principal ele 
ments: products, features, and components. The installer 
application 201 is also described in co-pending application 
Ser. No. , entitled “Use of Relational Databases for 
SoftWare Installation” Which Was ?led on the same day and 
assigned to the same assignee as the present application and 
is incorporated herein be reference. A “product” represents 
a single, entire application program, such as the Microsoft 
Of?ce application program marketed by Microsoft Corpo 
ration of Redmond, Wash. Each product has a globally 
unique identi?er (“GUID”) knoWn as a Product Code Which 
alloWs products to be distinguished. Each product is made 
up of one or more features. A “feature” is a granular piece 
of the product that a user may choose to install or execute. 
Features typically correspond roughly to the functional 
features of the product itself, such as a “Proo?ng Tools” 
feature or a “Word” feature. Each feature is essentially a 
grouping of components and may also include other fea 
tures. Features need not be globally unique, and therefore 
may be identi?ed by any appropriate means, such as With a 
textual feature identi?er. 

[0031] A“component” is a collection of resources, such as 
program ?les or registry keys, that are all installed or 
uninstalled as a unit. Components are the building blocks of 
the product that are not exposed to the user. Aresource, such 
as a program ?le or a registry key, may be part of only one 
component. TWo components may not share the same 
resource Whether they are part of the same product or parts 
of different products. Each component has a GUID knoWn 
as a Component Code. One resource Within the component 
is designated as a “key ?le.” The key ?le may be any 
resource, such as a program ?le or registry key, Within the 
component. 

[0032] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a computer 
environment making use of an installer application 201 
constructed in accordance With an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention. A computer is illustrated, such as 
conventional personal computer 20, including the installer 
application 201, an installer registry 202, an operating 
system 35, a hard-disk drive 205, a “shortcut”207, and an 
executing application 208. Each of those items is described 
and discussed in greater detail beloW. 

[0033] Also illustrated are a package ?le 213 and a source 
215. The package ?le 213 and the source 215 may reside on 
a CD-ROM disk 31 accessible to the computer 20 via an 
optical disk drive 30 and over transmission path 221. The 
package ?le 213 and the source 215 may also exist in any 
other location accessible by the computer 20. The package 
?le 213 and the source 215 are discussed in further detail 
beloW. The functionality and construction of the installer 
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application 201 is best described by example, through the 
installation and execution of a product. 

Example of Installation Procedure 

[0034] To begin the example, a user initiates the installa 
tion of the product, such as the Microsoft Of?ce application 
program. Initiating the installation may constitute the act of 
inserting CD-ROM disk 31 in optical disk drive 30, or the 
act of executing a remote startup script over a netWork 
connection, or any other means of initiating the installation. 
Once the installation is initiated, the installer application 201 
assumes control of processing. 

[0035] The installer application 201 begins the installation 
by reading the package ?le 213 into memory, such as RAM 
25. The package ?le 213 is unique to the product and is 
essentially a database Which describes, among other things, 
the relationships betWeen the features, components, and 
resources of the product. The package ?le 213 may include 
the unique identi?ers assigned to each of the features and 
components of the product. 

[0036] The installer application 201 reads the package ?le 
213 and uses the information stored Within to determine the 
installation operations that must be performed for the prod 
uct. For instance, the installer application 201 may display 
a dialog box Which presents the user With the option of 
selecting Which features of the product to install. The user 
may be presented With the option of selecting a “Word” 
feature, an “Excel” feature, and a “Proo?ng Tools” feature. 
The user may then select Which features to install to the 
computer 20. As discussed above, a feature is a grouping of 
components, and the components identify the actual 
resources to be installed to the computer 20. Accordingly, 
once the user has selected the desired features of the product, 
the installer application 201 resolves those features into a 
listing of components to be installed. 

[0037] The source 215 contains the actual resources asso 
ciated With the components. The source 215 may also 
include a reference table to identify the associations betWeen 
the resources and the components. Those components mak 
ing up the selected features are copied from the source 215 
to an appropriate location on the computer 20, such as to the 
hard-disk drive 205 or to a system registry 39 maintained by 
the operating system 35. As mentioned above, a component 
is a collection of resources, such as program ?les, shortcuts, 
or registry keys. Those skilled in the art Will recogniZe that 
the phrase “reading the component” may actually refer to 
reading the resources associated With the component. Like 
Wise, the phrase “Writing the component” may refer to 
Writing the resources associated With the component. HoW 
ever, for simplicity only, this discussion may use the terms 
reading, Writing, or copying components interchangeably 
With performing those actions on the underlying resources. 

[0038] The appropriate location for a component on the 
computer 20 may depend upon the type of resources asso 
ciated With the component. For instance, if the component 
includes program ?les, the component may be stored in the 
?le system of the hard-disk drive 205. HoWever, if the 
component includes registry keys, the component may be 
stored in the system registry 39. In addition, a component 
may include both program ?les and registry keys, in Which 
case program ?les are stored in the ?le system of the 
hard-disk drive 205, and the registry keys are stored in the 
system registry 39. 
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[0039] If the user identi?es a particular location Within the 
?le system of the hard-disk drive 205 for a feature, then the 
installer application 201 Will Write the program ?les of 
components associated With that feature to that particular 
location. 

[0040] When a component is Written to the appropriate 
location, the installer application 201 creates an entry in the 
installer registry 202 corresponding to the component. The 
entry includes a “keypath” for the component, and an 
identi?er for the component, termed a “token.” In the 
disclosed embodiment, the token includes the folloWing 
arguments: the Product Code of the product installing the 
component, the feature identi?er of the feature containing 
the component, and the Component Code of the component. 
Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that systems may be 
designed in Which tokens include more or feWer arguments. 
The term “token” as used herein refers to any identi?er 
capable of uniquely distinguishing one component from 
other components, or one feature from other features. 

[0041] Also in the disclosed embodiment, the keypath 
may be a path in the ?le system Where the component is 
actually stored. More precisely, the keypath to a component 
may be the path to the component’s key ?le. For instance, in 
the disclosed example, the product installed may include a 
“Word Feature” having a “Word Executable Component.” 
The Word Executable Component may have the key ?le 
“Word.exe”230. The Word Feature may also include a 
“Proo?ng Tools Feature,” Which is actually a sub-feature. As 
mentioned above, a feature may include subfeatures. The 
Proo?ng Tools Feature may include a “Spelling Compo 
nent.” The Spelling Component may have the key ?le 
“speller.exe”233. 
[0042] Continuing With the example, the Word Executable 
Component may be installed to the location on the hard-disk 
drive 205 identi?ed by the path 
“C:\Programs\Office\Word\.” Accordingly, the Word.exe 230 
key ?le is Written to that location, and an entry in the 
installer registry 202 includes a token 212 identifying the 
Word Executable Component and the keypath 214 to the 
Word.exe 230 key ?le. In a similar manner, the Spelling 
Component may be Written to the path 
“C:\Programs\Office\Word\Proo?ng Tools\,” and an entry in 
the installer registry 202 may be created With a token 216 
identifying the Spelling Component, and a keypath 218 to 
the speller.exe 233 key ?le. It should be noted that the 
keypath 218 actually identi?es the location of the speller.exe 
233 key ?le, Which corresponds to the location of the 
Spelling Component. 
[0043] The entry in the installer registry 202 may also 
include a usage counter (not shoWn) to identify the number 
of products requiring a component. In that case, if more than 
one product requiring a component is installed, the usage 
counter may prevent the component from being deleted if 
only one such product is uninstalled. 

[0044] The installer application 201 continues With the 
installation process until all of the components making up 
the selected features are Written to the appropriate locations 
on the computer 20. When all of the components are Written, 
installation is complete and the installer registry 202 is 
populated With an entry for each installed component. Each 
entry includes an identi?er for the component (the token) 
and a keypath identifying the location at Which the compo 
nent is stored. 
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Example of Product Execution 

[0045] The folloWing discussion gives an overvieW of the 
functionality of the installer application 201 once the prod 
uct is installed. To revieW, the installer application 201 
installed the features of the product selected by the user at 
installation. The components making up those selected fea 
tures Were Written to appropriate locations on the computer 
20. For instance, a Word Executable Component and a 
Speller Component Were Written to the ?le system of the 
hard-disk drive 205. As discussed above, installing those 
components may include Writing the key ?les of those 
components to a keypath location in the ?le system of the 
hard-disk drive 205. 

[0046] Also during installation, a shortcut 207 to the Word 
Executable Component Was created. The shortcut 207 is an 
operating system 35 service Which alloWs indirect access to 
a resource stored on the hard-disk drive 205. A shortcut is 
sometimes referred to as an “alias.” The shortcut 207 is 
generally presented to the user as an icon or ?le Which, When 
activated, launches an executable ?le associated With the 
shortcut 207. In the disclosed example, the shortcut 207 is 
associated With the Word Executable Component such that 
activating the shortcut 207 causes the operating system 35 to 
launch the key ?le associated With the Word Executable 
Component, in this case the Word.exe 230 executable ?le. 

[0047] When the user activates the shortcut 207, the 
operating system 35 ?rst creates a shell or process Within 
Which the executable ?le Will execute. In accordance With 
the disclosed embodiment, activating the shortcut 207 
causes the operating system 35 to query the installer appli 
cation 201 for the keypath to the executable ?le associated 
With the shortcut 207, in this case the keypath 214 to the 
Word.exe 230 executable ?le. The operating system 35may 
query for the keypath 214 by calling the installer applica 
tion’s 201“Provide Component” call With a parameter iden 
tifying the Word Executable Component. In the disclosed 
embodiment, the parameter may be a token Which includes 
a Component Code to uniquely identify the Word Execut 
able Component. The Component Code is a GUID to 
distinguish the Word Executable Component from other 
components, such as the Spelling Component. The token 
may also include a Product Code to uniquely identify the 
product as the Microsoft Of?ce application program. The 
Product Code may likeWise be a GUID to distinguish the 
Microsoft Of?ce product from other products. In addition, 
the token may include a feature identi?er to identify the 
Word Feature. The feature identi?er may be a GUID or it 
may be a textual identi?er associated With the feature. One 
example of such a token may take the folloWing form: 

[0048] Where the phrase “{FC5A4660-479C-11d1-883B 
0080C7A271D8}” is the Product Code for the Microsoft 
Of?ce product, the phrase “Microsoft Word” is the feature 
identi?er for the Word Feature, and the phrase “{DT3E1967 
517K-33d1-294G-0060C3A747G4}” is the Component 
Code for the Word Executable Component. 

[0049] In response to the Provide Component call, the 
installer application 201 queries the installer registry 202 for 
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the keypath 214 associated With the token 212. The installer 
application 201 then veri?es that the keypath 214 exists in 
its speci?ed location, and if so, returns the keypath 214 to 
the shortcut 207, Which in turn prompts the operating system 
35 to execute the Word.exe 230 key ?le at the location 
identi?ed by the keypath 214. As discussed above, the 
Word.exe 230 key ?le is stored on the hard-disk drive 205 
under the folder “C:\Programs\Of?ce\Word\.” 

[0050] The operating system 35 executes the Word.exe 
230 key ?le from the location identi?ed by the keypath 214. 
The Word.exe 230 key ?le then assumes control of the shell 
created by the operating system 35. While the Word.exe 230 
key ?le is executing, it is referred to as the “Word applica 
tion”208. The Word application 208 may then perform a 
startup procedure and continue loading. For instance, the 
Word application 208 may issue an “Enum Features” call to 
the installer application Which returns all of the available 
features at once. Alternatively, the Word application 208 
may issue a series of “Query Feature State” calls to the 
installer application 201 to individually identify Which fea 
tures of the Word application 208 are installed. In response 
to either call, the installer application 201 may query the 
installer registry 202 to identify Whether a particular feature 
of the Word application 208 is installed, and return that 
information to the Word application 208. The Word appli 
cation 208 may perform such calls in order to populate a 
menu bar or toolbar of the Word application 208. Once the 
startup procedure is complete, the Word application 208 is 
available for use by the user. 

[0051] During operation, the user may select a particular 
feature of the Word application 208 for activation. For 
instance, the user may select a “spell check” option from the 
menu bar or toolbar of the Word application 208. In response 
to such a selection, the Word application 208 may query the 
installer application 201 for the keypath to the component or 
components necessary to support the feature. For instance, 
in the disclosed example, a Spelling Component may be 
necessary to support the feature associated With the “spell 
check” option of the Word application 208. In that case, 
When the user selects “spell check,” the Word application 
may pass a “Provide Component” call to the installer 
application 201 along With a token 216 identifying the 
Spelling Component. 

[0052] In response to the Provide Component call, the 
installer application 201 may verify the installed state of the 
calling feature identi?ed in the token, and provide the 
keypath to the component identi?ed in the token. In this 
example, the key ?le of the Spelling Component is the 
speller.exe 233 key ?le. Consequently, When the installer 
application 201 receives from the Word application 208 a 
Provide Component call With a token identifying the Spell 
ing Component, the installer application 201 queries the 
installer registry 202 for the keypath associated With that 
token. The installer application 201 then returns the keypath 
to the Word application 208, Which then instructs the oper 
ating system 35 to execute the speller.exe 233 key ?le at the 
location identi?ed by the keypath. Once the operating sys 
tem 35 has launched the speller.exe 233 key ?le, the Speller 
Component is available to the Word application 208. In this 
manner, the Word application 208 may query the installer 
application 201 each time the user attempts to activate 
another feature, and the installer application 201 returns the 
keypath for the appropriate component. 
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[0053] The foregoing has been a general overvieW of the 
functionality of an installer application 201 Which may 
bene?t from an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The discussion Will noW explain in greater detail the 
inventive aspect of repairing an application program if a key 
?le is inadvertently deleted or otherWise becomes unavail 
able to the application program at the keypath location. 

Repairing a Missing Resource 

[0054] FIG. 3 is a How chart Which, taken in conjunction 
With FIG. 2, illustrates, in general, a process performed by 
the installer application 201 of the disclosed embodiment to 
verify the existence of the installed resources of an appli 
cation program such, as the Word application 208, and to 
install any inadvertently missing resources. The process 
starts at beginning step 300 Where the Word application 208 
is installed to the computer 20. As discussed above, during 
the installation process, the features and components of the 
Word application 208 are installed to appropriate locations 
on the computer 20. For example, the Word.exe 230 key ?le 
of the Word Executable Component is installed at the 
location identi?ed by the keypath 
“C:\Programs\Of?ce\Word\.” That keypath 214 is Written to 
an entry in the installer registry 202 and associated With the 
token 212 corresponding to the Word Executable Compo 
nent. 

[0055] In addition, the speller.exe 233 key ?le of the 
Spelling Component is installed at the location identi?ed by 
the keypath “C:\Programs\Of?ce\Word\Proo?ng Tools\.” 
That keypath 218 is Written to an entry in the installer 
registry 202 and associated With the token 216 correspond 
ing to the Spelling Component. Processing continues at step 
301, Where the Word application 208 is executing in the 
RAM 25 of the computer 20. 

[0056] At step 301, the Word application 208 is executing 
in memory. As discussed above, features may provide func 
tionality to the Word application 208. One such feature may 
be the Proo?ng Tools Feature. Included in that feature is the 
Spelling Component, Which provides the user With the 
ability to check the spelling of Words in a document. In 
response to the user selecting a “spell check” option from the 
menu, the Word application 208 may attempt to launch the 
Spelling Component to service the user’s selection. If so, 
then processing continues to step 303. 

[0057] At step 303, the Word application 208 begins to 
launch the Spelling Component by querying the installer 
application 201 for the keypath 218 to the Spelling Com 
ponent. The query may take the form of an API call to the 
installer application 201, as discussed in greater detail beloW 
With respect to FIG. 4. The Word application 208 includes, 
as a parameter of the call, the token 216 identifying the 
Spelling Component. Processing then continues at step 305. 

[0058] At step 305, in response to the query from the Word 
application 208, the installer application 201 accesses the 
installer registry 202 to retrieve the keypath 218 associated 
With the token 216 identifying the Spelling Component. 
When the installer application 201 has retrieved the keypath 
218 to the Spelling Component, processing continues at 
decision block 307. 

[0059] At decision block 307, the installer application 201 
veri?es the existence of the Spelling Component at the 
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location de?ned by the keypath 218. Verifying the existence 
of the Spelling Component may include querying the oper 
ating system 35 for the existence of the speller.exe 233 key 
?le at the location identi?ed by the keypath 218. Verifying 
the existence of the speller.exe 233 key ?le prior to returning 
the keypath 218 to the Word application 208 helps to ensure 
that the Word application 208 Will not receive an error When 
attempting to launch the Spelling Component. If the spell 
er.exe 233 key ?le is not missing, processing continues at 
step 311. If the speller.exe 233 key ?le is missing or 
otherWise unavailable, processing continues at step 309. 

[0060] At step 309, the installer application 201 initiates 
the installation of the Spelling Component. In the disclosed 
embodiment, installing the Spelling Component may 
include re-installing the entire feature in Which the Spelling 
Component is contained. The installation of the Spelling 
Component may be performed automatically, Without user 
intervention or knoWledge. Alternatively, the query sent to 
the installer application at step 303 may include a parameter 
indicating that the installer application 201 should not 
automatically install any missing components, but rather 
suspend processing and alloW the Word application 208 to 
prompt the user for instructions. When the missing Spelling 
Component has been installed, processing continues at step 
311. 

[0061] At step 311, the missing Spelling Component has 
been installed and its existence veri?ed, and the installer 
application 201 returns the keypath 218 to the Word appli 
cation 208. The Word application may then proceed to 
launch the Spelling Component in the ordinary manner, such 
as by prompting the operating system 35 to execute the 
speller.exe 233 key ?le at the location identi?ed by the 
keypath 218. 

Detailed Discussion of Repair Process 

[0062] FIG. 4 is a How chart Which, taken in conjunction 
With FIG. 2, illustrates, in more detail, a process performed 
by the installer application 201 of the disclosed embodiment 
to verify the existence of the installed resources of an 
application program, such as the Word application 208, and 
to install any inadvertently missing resources. The process 
starts at beginning step 400 Where the Word application 208 
is installed substantially as described above With respect to 
FIG. 3. Processing begins at step 401. 

[0063] At step 401, the Word application 208 is executing 
in memory and the user selects a “spell check” option from 
the menu, causing the Word application 208 to attempt to 
launch the Spelling Component. Once the user selection is 
performed, processing continues at step 403. 

[0064] At step 403, the Word application 208 attempts to 
launch the Spelling Component by issuing a call to the 
installer application 201 to return the keypath 218 to the 
speller.exe 233 key ?le associated With the Spelling Com 
ponent. The call may take the form of a “Provide Compo 
nent” call issued to the installer application 201 and having 
the token 216 as a parameter. As discussed above, the token 
216 may include the Product Code, the feature identi?er, and 
the Component Code for the Spelling Component in a 
format Which may be interpreted by the installer application 
201. 

[0065] In accordance With the disclosed embodiment, the 
Provide Component call may be interpreted by the installer 
application 201 as three separate calls. The installer appli 
cation 201 may respond to the Provide Component call as if 
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a “Use Feature” call, a “Con?gure Feature” call, and a “Get 
Component Path” call had been issued. Each of those calls 
is brie?y described beloW, and the folloWing discussion Will 
assume that each of the three separate calls had been issued 
When in fact only the Provide Component call Was issued. 
Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that a single API call 
may be interpreted as multiple calls, and the installer appli 
cation 201 may respond as if each of the multiple calls had 
been issued independently. Processing continues at step 405. 

[0066] At step 405, the installer application 201 receives 
the Provide Component call from the Word application 208 
and executes the ?rst portion, the Use Feature call. The 
installer application 201 responds to the Use Feature call by 
verifying the installed state of the Spelling Component 
identi?ed by the token 216. In addition, because components 
may not function properly individually, the installer appli 
cation 201 may verify the installed state of each component 
of the feature identi?ed by the token 216. In response to the 
call, the installer application 201 may attempt to retrieve the 
keypath 218 associated With the token 216 from the installer 
registry 202. If the keypath 218 exists in the installer registry 
202, then the Spelling Component has been installed, and 
processing proceeds to decision block 412. It is important to 
note that although the Spelling Component has been 
installed, it is possible that a portion of the Spelling Com 
ponent, such as the speller.exe 233 key ?le, has been 
inadvertently deleted, as previously discussed. If the keypath 
218 does not exist in the installer registry 202, then the 
Spelling Component has not been installed, and processing 
continues to step 410. 

[0067] At step 410, the installer application 201 continues 
to operate on the Provide Component call by responding to 
the second portion, the Con?gure Feature call. In response 
to the Con?gure Feature call, the installer application 201 
may force the installed state of the Spelling Component. In 
other Words, the installer application 201 initiates the instal 
lation of the Spelling Component. The installation of the 
Spelling Component may be automatically performed by the 
installer application 201 in a background process While the 
Word application 208 Waits. Alternatively, the installer 
application 201 may conduct negotiations With the Word 
application 208 to determine Whether to automatically install 
the missing component, or to prompt the user for additional 
input, or some other method of handling the error. In the 
disclosed embodiment, the installer application 201 may be 
unable to install a single component, in Which case the 
installer application 201 may initiate the installation of a 
feature containing the Spelling Component. When the instal 
lation of the Spelling Component is complete, processing 
proceeds to decision block 412. 

[0068] At decision block 412, the installer application 201 
continues processing the Con?gure Feature call by verifying 
the existence of the speller.exe 233 key ?le associated With 
the Spelling Component. The installer application 201 may 
query the operating system 35 to verify that the speller.exe 
233 key ?le exists at the location identi?ed by the keypath 
218. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the installer 
application 201 may perform conventional operating system 
35 queries to verify the existence of the speller.exe 233 key 
?le at the keypath 218 location. If the speller.exe 233 key ?le 
does not exist at the location identi?ed by the keypath 218, 
processing returns to step 410 Where the installer application 
201 initiates the installation of the Spelling Component. If at 
step 412 the existence of the speller.exe 233 key ?le is 
veri?ed, processing continues at step 414. 
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[0069] At step 414, the existence of the speller.exe 233 
key ?le has been veri?ed and the installer application 201 
continues to operate on the Provide Component call by 
responding to the third portion, the Get Component Path 
call. In response to the Get Component Path call, the 
installer application 201 may perform a simple look-up in 
the installer registry 202 for the keypath 218 associated With 
the token 216. By performing the previously-discussed 
steps, the installation and the existence of the speller.exe 233 
key ?le have been veri?ed. Accordingly, the installer appli 
cation 201 may merely look up, in the installer registry 202, 
the token 216 associated With the speller.exe 233 key ?le and 
retrieve the keypath 218 associated With that token 216. 
When the keypath 218 is retrieved, processing continues at 
step 416. 

[0070] At step 416, the installer application 201 returns 
the keypath 218 to the calling application. In this instance, 
the calling application is the Word application 208, Which 
then instructs the operating system to launch the speller.exe 
233 key ?le at the location identi?ed by the keypath 218. 
Thus, the application program is able to continue, folloWing 
a repair pursuant to the present invention, as though the 
repair had not been needed. Accordingly, the knoWledge 
required of the user concerning hoW to run set-up programs 
or the like to ?x the broken feature is greatly reduced. 

Alternative Embodiments 

[0071] From the above description, alternative embodi 
ments Will be apparent to those skilled in the art. For 
instance, in the example discussed concerning FIG. 4, the 
Word application 208 passes the token 216 identifying the 
Spelling Component to the installer application 201. Alter 
natively, a “descriptor” may be passed to the installer 
application 201 rather than a token. This may occur, for 
instance, When the shortcut 207 is utiliZed. Because the 
shortcut 207 serves only the single purpose of launching its 
associated executable ?le, the shortcut 207 may include a 
descriptor to identify the component rather than the token 
212. The descriptor may contain the same information as the 
token 212, except that the descriptor is formatted so that the 
installer application 201 need not parse the individual iden 
ti?ers contained Within the token 212. Accordingly, the 
descriptor alloWs the installer application 201 to more easily 
locate the keypath 214 associated With the token 212 Within 
the installer registry 202. 

[0072] In this example, the shortcut 207 may issue a 
Provide Component From Descriptor call to the installer 
application 201 including the descriptor as a parameter. The 
Provide Component From Descriptor call of this embodi 
ment differs from the Provide Component call only in that a 
descriptor is passed rather than a token. In that case, the 
installer application 201 Will function as described above, 
except that the descriptor takes the place of the separate 
tokens supplied to Provide Component. 

[0073] From a reading of the above description pertaining 
to the disclosed embodiments of the present invention, other 
modi?cations and variations thereto may become apparent 
to those skilled in the art. Therefore, the scope of the present 
invention is to be limited only by the folloWing claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising: 
receiving a request to verify that a needed resource is 

available to an executable softWare program, the 
needed resource comprising at least one resource 

needed by the program; 
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determining Whether the needed resource is available to 
the program, and if the needed resource is not available 
to the program, automatically initiating an installation 
procedure Without manual termination of the program 
to make the needed resource available to the program. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the resource comprises 
a registry key, and Wherein determining Whether the needed 
resource is available further comprises, querying a registry. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein the resource comprises 
a ?le, and Wherein automatically initiating an installation 
procedure further comprises, installing the ?le at a storage 
location accessible to the executable softWare program. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein if the needed resource 
is available to the executable softWare program, returning 
existence veri?cation data to the executable softWare pro 
gram. 

5. The method of claim 4 Wherein returning existence 
veri?cation data comprises, returning a location of the 
resource to the executable softWare program. 

6. The method of claim 4 Wherein returning existence 
veri?cation data comprises, returning a resource path. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein receiving a request to 
verify that a needed resource is available to an executable 
softWare program includes receiving a parameter identifying 
the resource. 

8. The method of claim 7, Wherein determining Whether 
the needed resource is available comprises, accessing a 
database based on the parameter identifying the resource to 
determine an expected location of the needed resource. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein determining Whether 
the needed resource is available to the executable softWare 
program further comprises, attempting to access the 
resource at the expected location. 

10. The method of claim 1 Wherein automatically initiat 
ing an installation procedure comprises, prompting the user 
to provide a source of the needed resource. 

11. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions for performing the method of claim 1. 

12. In a computing environment, a system comprising: 

an executable softWare program including a ?rst set of 
executable code and a second set of executable code, 
the second set of executable code comprising at least 
one resource that is needed to provide functionality to 
the ?rst set of executable code; and 

an installer program connected for communication With 
the ?rst executable softWare program to receive a 
request for installation information of the second set of 
executable code, the installer program con?gured to 
determine the installation information, and When the 
installation information indicates that the set of execut 
able code is not installed, the installer program further 
con?gured to automatically install the second set of 
executable code to make the second set of executable 
code available to the ?rst set of executable code. 

13. The system of claim 12 Wherein the ?rst set of 
executable code comprises a product, and Wherein the 
second set of executable code corresponds to a feature of 
that product. 

14. The system of claim 13 Wherein the product includes 
a package ?le that describes at least one relationship 
betWeen the feature and the at least one resource. 

15. The system of claim 12 Wherein the ?rst set of 
executable code comprises an application program, and 
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wherein the second set of executable code comprises a 
component including a collection of resources for that 
application program. 

16. The system of claim 12 Wherein the ?rst set of 
executable code provides a token that includes data identi 
fying the second set of executable code in the request for 
information received by the installer program. 

17. The system of claim 12 Wherein the token corresponds 
to a keypath, and Wherein the installer program determines 
the installation information by checking for the existence of 
a ?le at a location based on the keypath. 

18. The system of claim 12 Wherein the second set of 
executable code comprises a component comprising a col 
lection of resources, one of the resources comprises a key 
?le, and Wherein the ?rst set of executable code provides 
data identifying the key ?le in the request for information 
received by the installer program. 

19. The system of claim 18 Wherein the key ?le comprises 
a ?le system ?le, and Wherein the installer program deter 
mines the installation information of the second set of 
executable code by looking for the existence of the key ?le 
at a storage location. 

20. The system of claim 18 Wherein the key ?le comprises 
registry data, and Wherein the installer program determines 
the installation information based on the registry data. 

21. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions, comprising: 

receiving a resource identi?er comprising at least one 
argument from a ?rst set of executable code, the 
resource identi?er being associated With a second set of 
executable code including at least one resource that 
provides functionality to the ?rst set of executable 
code; 

accessing a database based on the resource identi?er to 
retrieve an expected location of at least part of the 
second set of executable code; and 

verifying the existence of the at least part of the second set 
of executable code at the expected location, and if 
veri?cation is positive, passing the expected location to 
the ?rst set of executable code. 

22. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, further 
comprising, verifying the existence of the at least part of the 
second set of executable code at the expected location, and 
if veri?cation is negative, installing the second set of execut 
able code at the expected location. 

23. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, Wherein 
the resource identi?er comprises a component code Which 
corresponding to at least one resource of the second set of 
executable code needed by the ?rst set of executable code. 

24. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, Wherein 
the resource identi?er comprises a feature identi?er Which 
identi?es at least one portion of the ?rst set of executable 
code. 

25. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, Wherein 
accessing the database to identify the expected location of 
the resource includes querying the database based on data in 
the resource identi?er. 

26. In a computing environment, a system comprising, 

executable code having a feature, the feature comprising 
a component including a key ?le Which supports the 
feature; and 
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an installer for repairing the executable code if the key ?le 
becomes unavailable to the executable code, the 
installer: 

(a) receiving from the executable code a request for a 
path to the key ?le; 

(b) identifying an expected location for the key ?le in 
the computing environment; 

(c) attempting to verify the existence of the key ?le at 
the expected location in the computing environment; 
and 

(d) in response to a failure to verify the existence of the 
key ?le at the expected location, automatically ini 
tiating an installation of the key ?le to the expected 
location Without manual termination of the execut 
able code. 

27. The system of claim 26, Wherein in response to 
successfully verifying the existence of the key ?le at the 
expected location, the installer provides data that identi?es 
the expected location to the executable code. 

28. The system of claim 26, Wherein the key ?le corre 
sponds to a resource of a component. 

29. The system of claim 28, Wherein the component 
corresponds to a feature. 

30. In a computer system, a method comprising, 

receiving a call, the call including a resource identi?er; 
and 

in response to receiving the call: 

1) determining if a resource corresponding to the 
resource identi?er exists at an expected location, and 
if the resource does not exist at the expected location, 
automatically initiating an installation of the 
resource to the expected location; and 

2) returning information corresponding to the existence 
of the resource at the expected location. 

31. The method of claim 30 Wherein returning informa 
tion corresponding to the existence of the resource at the 
expected location comprises returning a path to the expected 
location. 

32. The method of claim 30 Wherein determining if the 
resource corresponding to the resource identi?er exists 
includes querying a database to obtain the expected location 
of the key ?le. 

33. The method of claim 32, Wherein if the expected 
location cannot be found by querying the database, auto 
matically initiating an installation of the resource to a 
location and adding that location to the database as the 
expected location. 

34. The method of claim 30 Wherein the resource identi 
?er corresponds to a key ?le, and Wherein determining if a 
resource corresponding to the resource identi?er exists at an 
expected location comprises obtaining a path to that key ?le. 

35. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions for performing the method of claim 30. 


